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Built on top of the well-known Puggle Desktop Search project, Portable Puggle is an application you can use to quickly perform file searches after building indexes to speed up the whole operation. No setup necessary, besides Java The entire tool's wrapped in a single file that you can save in a custom location on the disk or copy to a USB flash drive, in order to seamlessly launch
Puggle on any computer with minimum effort. Just remember that you must have Java installed. It doesn't modify Windows registry settings. Get started by editing index properties The app creates an icon in the systray at startup and gets sent there on close. Index properties can be customized at startup, such as adding new drives or directories, or asking Portable Puggle to display text
and thumbnails when showing search results. It's not capable of finding files of any format. Instead, it offers support for JPEG, PNG, GIF, TXT, PDF, DOC, PDF, RTF, WPD, HTML, XLS, PPT, ZIP, RAR and MP3. Any of these extensions can be disabled to speed up the search. Plus, you can analyze index information to find out the last full index time and size. Perform desktop
searches and view results Indexing may take a long time, depending on the size of the specified locations, and it can be stopped. You can find items by entering filenames, as well as filter search results by content (music, pictures, documents) instead of looking into all types. On search completion, you can view the name, full path, date of last modification and thumbnail of each item,
in addition to the total containing files and folders. Puggle also reveals the file's reputation based on the user community, and opens the object's location in your default file explorer on click. Observations and conclusion Search operations were carried out fast in our tests while CPU and RAM usage remained minimal. However, we've noticed that it didn't identify files by name in
some cases, although we made sure they existed in the indexed locations. Other than that, Portable Puggle is practical and easy to use. Mac: If you have a MacBook, you probably will have noticed its Touch Bar displays more information than you can ever want. For example, it can tell you how long you’ve been on the internet, let you search for articles you’ve been reading in Safari,
and give you quick access to new apps and websites.

Portable Puggle [Win/Mac]

Launch the Mac version of KeyMacro from the Start Menu after installing it. Works in Windows 8 and Windows 7 Activate either the Tablet or the Tablet PC version from the Start Menu after installing it. This program will allow you to activate shortcuts with a touch of a button. KEYMACRO is a software program developed by Andrei Serban. The most important version released
to the public so far is 1.0.0.0. There are a lot of programs available for Windows that have the same feature, and this is what makes it different from others. This is a simple and easy-to-use software. It is a program that allows you to create two versions of your programs. The main difference between these programs is that the one designed as the Tablet version is more specifically
designed to work with tablet computers. The program's main function is to activate shortcuts with just a touch of a button, but the good thing is that it is quite easy to install and can be activated with just a few mouse clicks. The main features of this program are: The main window of the program is quite simple. The left side shows the mouse pointer and the right side shows shortcuts
that are already created. The shortcuts that are created can be a command line or a GUI. The command line version is a standard program that allows you to execute commands with a click of a button. The GUI version has a similar feature, but it is fully designed to be used with tablet computers. Activate the right version of your shortcut by simply opening this program, and click on
the buttons that are shown at the right side of the main window. You can create as many buttons as you want and you can even add them to other programs, including the main window. On the left side of the main window, there are two tabs. The first one is where you can enter your own shortcuts. The second tab is where you can see the shortcuts that are created by the program. The
program will create shortcuts for the following: Internet Explorer Microsoft Word Outlook Express Games Games Games Games Games Games Games There are also buttons that will display the default shortcuts that can be found on your computer. In addition, there are tools that allow you to create more shortcuts on your computer. There are a lot of programs available for
Windows that have the same feature, and this is what makes it 1d6a3396d6
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System Mechanic is a system cleaner and optimizer, capable of detecting and removing any kind of virus from your PC. It can also recover or repair system files, and optimize your system settings. Description: GTA: San Andreas is a massive open world game for the PC. Although it has been out for a while, it still has some people left in the dark. Unlike other open world games,
there are a number of missions to complete, as well as achievements. Once you finish these missions, there are lots of more to do in order to raise your score. Since it's an open world game, the game can only be completed in one single run. Description: Rocketeer: Rockets, Girls & Cinemascore is the official sequel to the hit, top-rated PC game, Rocketeer: The Legend of the Falcon.
Players can once again, relive the epic adventures of Billy Batson and his arch enemy, Dr. Drakken, which include beautiful, beautiful graphics and an awesome sound track. Description: Fighting Vipers 2 features 3 maps and offers a fun shooting game with several objectives and a nice story. The game is fairly simple and quick to get to grips with, giving it an entertaining
atmosphere. There are a few background objectives that make the game a little different, but the multiplayer rounds are fun and the bonus rounds help too. Gameplay is excellent and as with all games of this ilk, the graphics look fabulous and the music is marvellous. Description: Here's another big game from Mega that's going to be available shortly for the PC. Mega Man 8 is a very
realistic and enjoyable platformer, which has 8-bit graphics and a story that'll entertain you for hours. It's pretty impressive as all Mega Man games are, which you'll notice as soon as you get started. Each level has a number of things to do, as well as optional levels and bonuses to collect. The gameplay is excellent and it'll be a huge pleasure to play. Mega Man is a classic and he'll take
you back to some of his earlier stages. You'll be doing it all over again, in full 8-bit glory. Description: Paranoia is a cool strategy game that gives you the choice of playing single player or multi-player. The game has two modes, one for you to play against the CPU, and the other for you to play against your friends. You have to infiltrate a certain base

What's New In?

Created by Latenite StarRating 5.0 No tutorial available, but Latenite are helpful Portable Puggle Portable Puggle is a file search utility that indexes, then finds and displays files on your computer. It was designed as the portable version of Puggle Desktop Search, and can search and analyze folders and files of any type, and its search results are presented as preview thumbnails.
Portable Puggle comes with a single file that you can copy to any folder on your computer. The application creates an icon in the system tray that will launch Puggle at startup and close it at log-off. You can modify the way you access the application's features, such as adding and removing the drives you want to search, and what files you want to include in the index. The application
can index photos, music, videos and documents. You can create filters in a combo box at startup, or simply filter results by date, content (music, pictures, documents), type, user reputation or file reputation. At the end of a search, you can save the list of results to a text file, see preview thumbnails or open them directly. You can export the entire index or perform custom searches.
Portable Puggle also allows you to open the results in your default file explorer, on-click. Currently, the application only supports JPEG, PNG, GIF, TXT, PDF, DOC, PDF, RTF, WPD, HTML, XLS, PPT, ZIP, RAR and MP3 files. It doesn't modify Windows registry settings. Key Features of Portable Puggle: * One single exe file * Support for any type of files * Supports ZIP, RAR
and MP3 * Supports any file extension * Supports JPEG, PNG, GIF, TXT, PDF, DOC, PDF, RTF, WPD, HTML, XLS, PPT, ZIP, RAR and MP3 formats * Autocomplete text searches * Reclaims the CPU after a search is complete * The ability to show a list of results * An icon in the system tray that can be customized * The ability to modify the search properties * Fast search *
Detailed analysis of index information * New files can be added in a window to the search index * Profiles can be saved * You can open the results in your default file explorer * Automatically display the Last Modified date on search results * Automatically show the thumbnail of each file * Search results can be saved to a text file * Search results can be analyzed * A basic Help file
* A search option * Supports folder and drives * Run the exe file in silent
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System Requirements For Portable Puggle:

The minimum system requirements are: OS: Windows 7 (32/64 bit) Windows 7 (32/64 bit) CPU: 2GHz Intel Core 2 Duo 2GHz Intel Core 2 Duo RAM: 2GB 2GB HDD: 8GB The recommended system requirements are: OS: Windows 8 Windows 8 CPU: 2.4GHz Intel Core i3 2.4GHz Intel Core i3 RAM: 2GB In both Windows 7 and Windows
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